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Instructions: The Worst-Best Journey Process

Download the audio and script at www.kevinbillett.org/book-bonus

Intention:
Th at you allow some fears to surface and your emotions to be fully felt and 
deepen, allowing increasingly deep emotions to be experienced until you open in 
your essence, Source. Th en to verbally empty out any words associated with an 
old hurt or trauma, and forgive and resolve that issue. 
Time:
60 to 90 minutes
Emotional level:
Emotional to deeply emotional
What you need:
Quiet space. Pen and paper. Tissues
At the end:
Break of 30 minutes or so

Th is guided introspection is similar in structure to the Emotional Journey, and 
it has many common elements, including a drop through and a campfi re. Th ere 
are also some diff erences. 

Th e drop through technique is diff erent, and we will ask what is the worst that 
could happen if depression was no longer available as a protective ‘blanket’… 
that might seem like a strange question, but it ultimately makes a lot of sense if 
we simply see that the habit of depression would not exist unless it gave us some 
sort of perceived benefi ts. Th ose benefi ts may be as simple as providing emotion-
al protection so we don’t have to face or feel some sharp or raw emotions, and 
there may also be diff erent, unexpected benefi ts.

So here we will be asking for a ‘worst case scenario’ at each level, and noting 
how that makes us feel emotionally as we open deeper and deeper, eventually 
into Source. Many people fi nd this easier and quicker than a regular emotional 
drop through. And in any case this technique will allow us to uncover and feel 
some of the emotions that depression might have been protecting us from, so we 
can experience fi rst hand that even these emotions are safe to feel, safe to open 
completely with.

10
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A second diff erence in this process is an added technique that we will employ 
to change our unhealthy beliefs. At the campfi re, working with the understand-
ing that throughout life we tend to cover over our older beliefs with layers of new 
beliefs we will do a Beliefs Drop Th rough as well as a Beliefs Change. A Beliefs 
Drop Th rough simply means that we will enquire what beliefs might be deeper 
than the one being experienced, and deeper than that, and so on. Eventually we 
will come to a core or foundational belief, one that is the deepest of the deep. 
Th en, in similar style to the question we started this whole process with, we will 
ask what would happen, what would be felt emotionally, if this core, founda-
tional belief were no longer available to us. And we will quickly open with that 
emotion and go into the heart, and into the heart of it until we open again into 
Source. Th en we will continue with the regular Beliefs Change that you are al-
ready familiar with.

Th is is a deeply clearing addition to the process, and it is easy, so just relax and 
follow the script. Most other elements of the process will already be familiar to 
you, until you get about half way through the Future Integration at the end of 
the introspection. Th ere you will fi nd a slight change in that we will begin to ask 
from the fresh transformed consciousness being experienced, what’s the best, the 
very best that could now happen. Th en it is time to get enthusiastic, excited about 
the new possibilities life has to off er.

Please make sure to allow suffi  cient time to go through this process thoroughly 
and have some relaxing, integrative time afterwards.

Go for it, and have a powerful Worst-Best clear out.

�
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Exercise 10: Th e Worst-Best Journey Process

Note: If at any time a memory shows up, just make a note in your notebook and 
bring that memory to the campfi re.

If you could no longer rely on the ‘blanket’ of depression… the suppression, shut-

ting down or defl ation of your emotions, physicality or mind… to protect you from 

what you are really feeling or facing at a deeper level… If you had to be fully open, 

exposed and authentic in life from now onwards…

What’s the worst that could happen?… [Let answer]… And if that were fully wel-

comed here… How does that really make you feel?... [Let reply]

Just allow all the feeling to come fl ooding… Open and welcome all of it… And as 

you let the feeling grow stronger… ask …

Then what’s the worst that could happen?...

How does that really make you feel?... Really welcome all of it…

And if that happened, what’s the very worst that could happen?... 

And how does that really make you feel?... 

Note: Continue by repeating the underlined section immediately above 
starting, “Th en what’s the worst…” etc. Repeat these questions, encouraging 
your partner to open deeper until openness, emptiness, spaciousness or 
a positive nothingness - inside, outside, everywhere - is experienced. Th en 
continue with section beneath.

Just open into the heart of it… Just relax and expand into it… What’s here?… 

What reveals itself?... And just open into the heart of that… relax and expand into 

the essence of it… What reveals itself?... What is here?... [Let answer]

Instruction: Repeat underlined section above, opening and expand-

ing into the heart of each experience until Source, infi nite or bound-

less awareness, stillness, clarity, realization, consciousness, pres-

ence, etc., is experienced. Then continue beneath

And just rest as this for a short while…
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Campfi re

Now, imagine a campfi re… the nature of which is boundless truth, freedom. Imagine a 

younger you sitting at this fi re… Now picture the present you sitting at the fi re… Also 

at this fi re is a mentor of freedom, of enlightened presence… one in whose infi nite 

wisdom you can rest and trust… And now ask, who else needs to be at this camp-

fi re?... Who should be here? [Let answer. Encourage. Reference anyone who showed 

up during drop through, and anyone who is related to any memory that showed up, and 

welcome them to the campfi re.]

And as we sit in the presence of this campfi re of love and freedom, just know that if 

anyone else needs to be welcomed at any time, that can just happen automatically as 

we now focus on opening into sharing some truths that need to be spoken… So, of the 

people present here at the campfi re, to which one or two would you like to speak?... 

And to whom would you like to speak fi rst?...

Note: Go through all points 1-8 with each person to be spoken to. At 
all stages encourage your partner to speak and empty out from the heart 
of the emotional pain that was or is felt: not about the emotions, but from 
the emotions.

1. With everyone embraced by a protective presence at this fi re of absolute freedom, 

and knowing that the younger you may have experienced a great deal of pain in the past 

around the issue of authenticity, exposure and truth… just let the younger you speak 

now from that previous pain, saying what really needs to be said, and letting ________ 

[Name of person spoken to] hear what really needs to be heard… [Let answer]

2. Knowing that ________ [Name] was probably doing the best they could with the re-

sources they had at the time, let them reply from their heart... [Let answer]

3. And what does the younger you have to reply to that?... [Let answer fully]

4. If ________ [Name] were to reply, not from the level of the personality, but from a 

deeper level, what might they say?... [Let answer]

5.  And from the deepest level, what does the younger you reply to that? ... [Let answer 

fully. Keep emptying out in this way until completely empty. When all are empty continue 

below.]

6. And if the mentor had something to add, what might that be? What wisdom or advice 

or realization might the mentor share... [Let answer]
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7.  Does anyone have anything more to add?... [Let answer. Keep emptying out in this 

way until completely empty, then continue on to Change Memory Process.]

Change Memory Process

8. Imagine a big movie screen at the campfi re of infi nite freedom. And invite into con-

sciousness any old memories where the younger you felt triggered into shut down or 

emotional blocking… some time when you reacted by collapsing, emotionally or ener-

getically… or when you felt overwhelmed or diminished by life... What memories be-

gin to arise?... [Give time]… Great... What specifi cally took place?... What else took 

place?...  What else?… Thank you. 

Note: Be encouraging, get partner to describe each memory fully, then write 
down a word or short phrase of reference to describe each memory. Also refer 
to any memory that was uncovered during the drop-through phase, which you 
should have written down.

Now, invite the younger you down off the screen to sit at this fi re, with you and your 

mentor and ask yourself what kind of internal resources you could have used which 

would have been helpful at that time… [Give time to come up with resourceful states. Be 

encouraging and suggest empowering qualities. Write down so you can read them back] 

Now go ahead and put these resources into a balloon bouquet and hand them to the 

younger you letting the younger you breathe in these qualities, letting them suffuse the 

whole body. Now let the younger you step back onto the screen and see and experi-

ence the way they would have happened if you’d had access to these resources at that 

time… [Give suffi cient time]

So what happened this time?… How was it different? … [Let answer]

Note: Use the same resource balloons for each memory, playing them anew, 
individually, from this empowered experience.

Now let the younger you step down from the screen and re-join you at the campfi re.

Note: Ask partner if she/he needs to speak to a second person at the campfi re. If 
so, go back to points 1-8, emptying out and coming to forgiveness with second 
person. Th en move on to point 9.
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Beliefs Elicitation, Drop-Through & Clear-Out

9. Now, as awareness comes back to the campfi re, ask the younger you, if there were 

some unhealthy or unsupportive beliefs about emotions, about openness or exposure, 

or about life itself that you picked some time ago, what might they be? Maybe there are 

some beliefs about how you needed to react, or how you needed to behave in order 

to survive… Or maybe they are old beliefs about depression and what it means to be 

depressed… If so, what old beliefs might they be?… 

We can absorb disempowering beliefs, ideas, and concepts through people’s actions or 

words, through society’s expectations or through our own experience of life’s traumas. 

If there were any remaining unhealthy views about being free to live life as an expression 

of your real self, what might they be? [Write down each disempowering belief]

And if there were a deeper belief than these, what might be here? What’s deeper than this?…

And if that belief relied on another, even deeper, belief… what might be here? What’s 

underneath this?

Note: Keep eliciting deeper and deeper beliefs, by repeating the question above, 
dropping through to core belief or emotion.

And if there was a belief underneath all other unhealthy beliefs … or right at the 

core of all other beliefs… what might that be?... If there was a prime, foundational 

belief that shored up all the others… what could that be?… [Let answer]… And how 

does it really feel to contemplate or admit that belief?… What does it bring up for you 

emotionally… at the deepest level? [Let answer]… Great.

And if you could no longer hold on to this foundational belief… if you could no longer 

rely on it to protect you emotionally … what would you really feel?… If someone came 

and stole away your ability to rely on this belief…  pulled the rug on it… what would you 

risk feeling emotionally, at the very deepest level?… Great… So just free fall into this 

emotion, and surrender to it completely, no matter what.

Keep letting go into the heart of this until it is done with you… Just keep opening into 

it, as it grows more and more intense… Let go completely until it decides to fi nish with 

you… [Give time]… Wonderful… And what is here… right in the heart, the essence?… 

Great job.

Note: Keep opening into the heart of what shows up. Open freshly into 
expansiveness, Source, infi nite awareness, then gently proceed.
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So, now bring your awareness back to campfi re… and welcome a representative of 

all these old, restricting beliefs… someone or something that represents or embodies 

the whole consciousness of those old beliefs… 

And in the realization that all the old beliefs were put in place and maintained in the 

mistaken belief that they would bring you specifi c benefi ts… maybe protect you in some 

emotional, physical or mental way… Now let the younger you dialogue with the beliefs 

representative… asking what its positive intent was… staying open to hear the support 

that was intended… [Give time. Encourage]… So what were the supposed benefi ts?… 

[Give time. Encourage]

And what mistake was made?… [Let answer]… What were some of the results of that 

mistake, or mistaken belief?... What price did you pay? What did it cost you to believe 

what you used to believe?... [Let answer]… And what is the deeper, more authentic 

truth?… What is the absolute truth… [Let answer]

Now let the younger you empty out completely with the beliefs representative… expressing 

anything that needs to be expressed… anything that has previously remained suppressed 

or contained… Just speak it all out from your heart of hearts… [Give time. Encourage]

And if the beliefs representative could respond from its true purpose… What might be 

said?… [Give time. Encourage]

Note: Continue dialogue with beliefs representative until empty, then allow 
forgiveness in both directions.

And if the mentor had any words of wisdom or advice for you, what would be shared? 

[Let mentor speak]

And now just invite the mentor to clear, to cleanse, to pull out all the old beliefs and 

allow them to merge into the light of infi nite awareness… watching and feeling as they 

leave the physical body… and the mind… withdrawing them all from head to toe… from 

the brain… and the head… from the heart and the chest… and the arms… and legs… 

from the stuck, or secret, or dark places… from the cells… from the DNA… from the 

spaces between the spaces… Take as much time as is needed… [Give plenty of time. 

Gently encourage]… And you can nod when you are ready to let me know when that 

feels totally complete… [Give time]… Great… 

Now just notice what happens when the energy that was previously needed to hold 

these old beliefs in place is released… and becomes available to you right now… It 
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took a whole load of energy and closure to hold onto those unsupportive beliefs… So, 

how does it feel to have all this openness released… to have an unlimited amount of 

energy authentically available to you, so you can move through life in any direction you 

choose?… [Give time. Encourage]… Fabulous!

And if the mentor were to speak from the place of absolute freedom, what new support-

ive, empowering and integrative truths or realizations would he/she suggest?… [Read 

old beliefs, then elicit new and empowering truths as antidotes. Give time. Let answer. 

Write down new truths]... Great! 

So just allow the mentor to install these new, healthy truths into every cell of the body… 

[Read out new truths]... Just experience how it feels as the mentor infuses every fi ber of 

your being with these brand new, wholesome realizations... drenching, fi lling, renewing 

all of consciousness with freedom and positivity .. making these positive and life affi rm-

ing capacities an organic and natural part of your being…

And when this is totally complete you can nod to let me know [Give suffi cient time. En-

courage]... Fabulous! Thank you.

Final Forgiveness

10. Now bring awareness back to the campfi re, and those you were speaking with ear-

lier, and ask the mentor what needs to happen here for complete forgiveness to fl ow in 

all directions? [Let that happen. If necessary, continue dialogue with the one person or 

both people previously addressed until partner is completely empty and forgiveness can 

fl ow naturally in all directions]

Go ahead and forgive all those at the campfi re, sending them blessings. Allow them 

to merge into the fi re, which is the infi nite source of all life. Then turn to the younger 

you and say: “I promise you will never have to experience this again. I forgive you for 

any pain that was caused, and for not always having access to your deepest self, your 

true authenticity and expression at that time, but now you know that freedom is always 

here… always available because it is who you really are.” 

Then hugging the younger you, let yourself merge, allowing the younger you to grow 

up with this forgiveness and true authenticity already inside … Turning to the mentor, 

thank him/her ... Now come back to the present and allow awareness to expand spa-

ciously in front, vastly behind and openly to all sides, soaking as an ocean of presence.
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Future Integration

11. Having learned what you’ve learned, having experienced what you’ve experienced 

- open into the consciousness of you a day from now, feel how you are feeling, breathe 

how you are breathing… How are you feeling?… Knowing that the authentic, free you 

is always your essence… imagine a situation arising that would have triggered the old 

patterns of closure or shut down. Notice how you are handling things now… How are 

you responding differently to life now?… How do you feel about yourself?

Now see yourself a week from now, open into the consciousness, feel how you are feeling, 

breathe how you are breathing… How are you feeling?… Imagine some old trigger or catalyst 

occurring… How differently do you respond now?… What kind of things are you saying to 

yourself?… How are you speaking and acting differently now?… And how are you feeling?

Step into the future a month from now and open into that consciousness… feel how 

you’re feeling, breathe how you’re breathing… How are you feeling?… What do you 

realize about the true nature of emotions… of life… of existence… of your real self?

Now open into the consciousness of you six months down the line. How are you feeling, 

about yourself, about freedom, about who you are and how you are living life?  What is 

your deepest realization? What have you realized to be true about your essential self?

Now step into the future a year from now and ask: In this openness, this authenticity, 

this fullness of life … this absolute freedom… What’s the best that could happen?… 

And how does that feel?... [Let answer]… Thank you… And then what’s the best that 

could happen? [Let answer]…Thank you… And how does that feel? [Repeat until part-

ner feels positive and uplifted, and the question feels complete]

Let the free, wise fully authentic communicator that you are share some words of wis-

dom on how to be... how to live... giving practical advice on what to do to revel in this 

freedom… as an inspiring example of all the qualities of infi nite awareness, of enlight-

ened presence… [Give time. Let answer]

So, knowing that you will only be able to open your eyes as soon as all parts of you are 

completely integrated and agreed that the realization, freedom, clarity, and expansion 

that is here can only grow and deepen over time, and when all parts of you are agreed 

that this can take place perfectly, naturally of its own accord, effortlessly and gracefully, 

then you can softly open your eyes now, when you are ready.

Great work … Congratulations!
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As with the previous introspections, please now allow a little quiet time so 
the results of this process can begin to integrate. You may feel some temporary 
shakiness, wooziness or slight disorientation as your body adjusts to the emotion-
al and physical shift that has just taken place - this is absolutely normal, and in 
fact is a positive signal that healing is happening.  Th ese eff ects will pass of their 
own accord, normally within an hour to a few hours, so there is nothing specifi c 
that you need to do. Just relax and let things resolve naturally, automatically. You 
can support yourself while this takes place by getting some rest and eating easily 
digestible food - something plain and simple and soothing - and maybe by taking 
a warm bath or shower. Th en your body can focus on what it knows how to do: 
healing.

And when this re-adjustment is complete you will likely feel as if something 
deep has shifted, like a weight has been lifted or a tension released internally. 
Th ese, again, are positive signs that transformation has taken place. 

Give yourself some time, preferably at least 24 hours, before undergoing the 
next introspection. Th is is the last introspection included here and it is short and 
very easy. It is also deeply resolving and eff ective at helping us let go of unhealthy 
habits and patterns.

And before you move on, please recognize that at this point you have complet-
ed three major introspections: Th e Physical Journey, Th e Emotional Journey and 
Th e Worst-Best Journey. Take a moment to really congratulate yourself! You have 
done some amazing work, and it is time to take stock of some of the changes, the 
shifts that have taken place. 

If you were to take just ten minutes and look back in your mind’s eye to the 
time before you started doing the process work in this book, what has changed 
for the better? What has shifted emotionally? How has your life outlook altered 
in positive ways? How is your body responding more healthily?

Take this time to check yourself out, and write down some answers. It is al-
ways a good thing to do a comparison check after we have made some signifi cant 
shifts - it helps keep us real, and helps keep us focused as we move forward. And 
there is only a short way to go now. We will fi nish our process work with some-
thing called a Six-Step Reframe - it is one of my favorite short interventions.


